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Pro Landscaper’s Nina Mason visited Charles Blumlein,
managing director of Location Landscapes, to find out how the
company has been so successful after only three years in the
industry, and its decision not to offer hard landscaping from the start
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ocation Landscapes, despite having
only been founded three years ago, is
already setting a standard in the
industry. The Hampshire-based
company specialises solely in soft landscaping
and garden maintenance, and since being
founded in 2013 it has already taken on a
number of prolific projects, including three RHS
show gardens.
Having only become BALI accredited this year
following a two year application process, Location
Landscapes’ success is admirable, and part of
this is likely down to the company’s clear
direction. Managing director Charles Blumlein’s
focus has always been on soft landscaping and,
recognising a niche in the market for a company
that specialised in this as well as in high end
garden maintenance, Location Landscapes
was established.
He explains: “Three of us formed the company
– myself, director Tracey Harding who handles the
accounts and administration of the company, and
Sam Day who manages the projects outside –
because when looking at hard landscapers, there
was a contrast and sometimes a disinterest in

soft landscaping. We wanted to specialise in this
and maintenance to give garden designers and
private clients another option.”
Charles’ background has always been
dominated by planting, from studying horticulture
at Sparsholt College Hampshire to landscape
construction at Merrist Wood College, Surrey,
where his focus lay with planting and tree
assessment. His role before establishing Location
Landscapes was managing the soft landscaping
for a company in Haslemere. “I always enjoyed
the plant side more than the construction side.
Soft landscaping and the involvement of plants is
why I came to this industry,” says Charles.
Concentrating on soft landscaping is
something that Charles feels gives Location
Landscapes an advantage. At least 90% of its
quotations come through to fruition, and the
company has also grown largely through
recommendations. “I think that’s the key to our
business – getting everything right, from the
invoices going out to quotes looking presentable,
to clean marked vans and uniforms. Everything is
efficient, and we’re very mindful of the
expectations of the client.
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